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Raverus announces launch of new services - online backup and system health monitoring both easily administrated in plug-and-play web portal
www.Konturra.com built on Microsoft Azure
November 11, 2015 Zagreb, Croatia: Ninoslav Rasinec, CEO of Raverus, today announced the general
availability of Konturra.com – a new portal for computer maintenance companies, software
development companies or companies that have lots of clients who use computers in their everyday
work. Konturra.com offers Online Backup and System Health Monitoring using Azure as a platform.
Both services are resale-ready and easily manageable and administrated in a plug-and-play portal,
which enables IT companies to offer to their customers new services with no upfront expenses.
“Our goal was to create solution that would allow IT companies to offer new services to their clients.
We built a scalable solution for online backup and system health monitoring which will serve
unlimited number of devices and large volumes of data. ” Ninoslav Rasinec explained.
Ninoslav Rasinec continued, “A critical component of this capability is running on a cloud
infrastructure that has a global reach, and is reliable beyond the expectations of any customer, large
or small, and is trusted by enterprises. Additionally, our solution makes no initial or extra cost for IT
companies when they decide to offer this solution to their customers. They get everything for
successful expansion of their usual services – ready to go portal for administration, presale and
postsale built-in support and what is the most important – easy one-click implementation.”
Konturra's main benefits are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Improved security and reliable backup where files are encrypted on client's computer
Manageable remote PC's system health monitoring service for proactive maintenance
One-click implementation of both services on hundreds computers at once
One unique portal for all services, clients and computers
Easy group propagation of all policies, pricings, quotas and alerts
Built-in presale and postsale support via e-mail templates
Extensive reporting about clients, computers, services and actions
No upfront costs, which means zero capital investment

“Cloud solutions like the Konturra.com for Online Backup and System Health Monitoring built on
Azure help IT companies to offer new reliable services to their customers instantly and with no extra
cost or additional development,” said Vibhor Kapoor, Director of Product Marketing, Microsoft
Azure.
The combination of this unique platform and the reliability and reach of Azure provides IT companies
with an added value that extends the scope of their applications and usual services.

